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Energy boosted in the
Department of Public Safety

Help for the needy
by Sam Schneider,
staff writer
Few people realize
the purpose of the mason jar
that sits next to the cash register in the Governors State
University's cafe as they
leave to pay for their food.
Virginia Cunningham, the
daytime cashier for the cafe,
has the jar next to her register. This is meant for the
spare change she accumulates for a charity she supports called the "Neediest
Children's Christmas Fund."
"I like to listen to
Wally Phillips, a morning radio personality from WGN

by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider, editor-in-chief
A farewell was extended Thursday, December
2, to five retiring officers from
the Department of Public
Safety. Joining officers Larry
Bonner, Earl Collins, Karl
Harrison, Carolyn Moore, and
Ted Reid was Rose Mascolo
who retired from Governors
State University last June.

returned part-time to DPS to
assist during the recruits' transition as will Collin'> in January 2000. Reid gave assistance during the Millennium
Conference in October where
Jean-Batiste Aristide was a
keynote speaker.
Chesser is proud of
the performance of DPS .

Virginia Cunningham, cafeteria cashier
photo by Sam Schneider

continued on page 2

Presidential candidates
Vera P. Barkus
The
Presidential
Search Committee announced
the three candidates for Governors State University President. Selected were Dr.
Beverly J. Schmoll, Dr. Wilson
Bradshaw and Dr. Stuart
Fagan.
According to the
brief biographies of each candidate supplied by The Search
Committee, Schmoll has
served as the Interim Chancellor at the University of Michigan-Flint for fourteen months
and has just returned to serve
as the Dean of Graduate Programs and Research in the
Physical Therapy Department.
She is also Professor of Physical Therapy. In addition, she

Inside:
Memories of Sam
Schneider, a tribute to a

staff member, page 3

and Dean for Graduate Studies and Research at Georgia
Southern University and
D an and
i tnnt D n of
has ::.erved as the Acting Di- Graduate Studies at florida
rector of the Program in Physi- Atlantic University. He has
cal Therapy, the Director of been a Professor of Psycholthe Physical Therapy Depart- ogy at Georgia Southern Uniment, and the Interim Director versity and a tenured Associof Graduate and Special Pro- ate Professor of Psychology
grams. Her Ph.D. is in Admin- at Florida Atlantic University.
istration and Higher Educa- Bradshaw has a Ph.D. in Psytion from Michigan State Uni- chobiology (Neuroscience)
versity; she holds an M.A. in from the University of PittsHuman Development and Re- burgh and has an M.A. in Exlationships and a B.S. in Physi- perimental Psychology and
cal Therapy from Wayne State B.A. in Psychology from
University.
Florida Atlantic University.
Bradshaw is curFagan is currently
rently Provost and Vice Presi- the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs at dent for Academic Affairs and
Bloomsburg University of Profe sor of Political Science
Pennsylvania and has served at Roo evelt University. He
in this role since 1995. He has has served in thi role since
also served as Vice President
continued on page 2

From leji to right Earl Collins, Rose Mascolo, u1rry Bonner,
Carolyn Moore, and Albert Chesser.
photo by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
While the six newly
recruited officers complete
their training at the academy,
Chief Albert Chesser and the
Department of Public Safety
has been assisted by Lt.
Willard Bethal (Chicago State
police officer, retired), Lt.
David Holt (Chicago State
police, retired), Lt. Harris
Brown (Chicago State police,
retired) experienced in Internal Affairs, and Lt. Earl German (Chicago Police Department, retired) who worked the
traffic division for 20 years
assisting people. Bonner has

M odel United Nations Conference
by David Swalina

The Model United
Nations is an intercollegiate
and international program.
Healing body and soul
by Nevada Griffin, page 4 Governors State University
participates at both the regional American Model
Need advice? Check
United Nations (AMUN) Conference held in Chicago (Fall
with Irna on page 5
trimester). and the National
Model
United
Nations
Oscar Mardis· Crunch
(NMUN) Conference held in
7ime, page 5
New York City (Winter trimester).
Exclusive Book Review:
The purpose of the
Timothy Ferris' "The
Model United Nation, both
the American and the NaWhole Sheba11g:
A State of the Universe tiona!, is to provide a learning
Report" in Reflections
experience for anyone who is
. ._ _ _ __ __ _ _ _.. interested in global politics,

international relations, cultural
diver ity, and the workings of
the United Nations and the
organizations that comprise it.
Each university represents a country. The tudents participate on the committees that their assigned
country is a member of, at the
United Nations. The students
represent the delegates for
the country and participate in
designing and working to
pass resolutions that follow
the beliefs of the country they
represent.
Students at Governors State University may participate on two levels. First,
there arc weekly discussion
groups which debate the major global issues of the day.

Second, students who have
prepared may attend the conferences.
The American Model
United Nations Conference
was held on November 20th 23rd in Chicago at the Grand
Hyatt Hotel. Colleges and Universities from all over the
United States, as well as some
universities from foreign
countries, attended this conference. The results from this
conference will be forwarded
to the National United Nations
Conference in Ne\\ York City.
This season, Governors State University students
represented france at the
American Model United Nations Conference. What made
the conference most interest-

"They (community) don't call
for you to be critical," he
stated, "They call you for
help." DPS officer. are community sensitive.
Changes in personnel are not the only changes
taking place in the department.
A new vehicle was purchased,
a white Ford Expedition. The
red and blue decals, appreciated by a majority of the GSU
community, make the Expedition very visible and its size
enhances the officers' vision
of the campus parking lot and

continued on page 5
ing was the students' ability
to take an influential role at the
conference. France is one of
the permanent five members
of the United Nations Security
Council and plays an integral
part in United Nations decision making. As the Republic
of France, many of our students became a key focal point
in their respective committees
by passing -;everal resolutions
on global crisis.
In the upcoming year,
the National Model United
Nations Conference is scheduled to be held Apnl 18th 22ml, 20(X) in Nevv York City at
the Grand Hyatt Hotel. Colleges and Universities from all
over the world will attend thb
confcrence.The opening and
closing sessions of the con-

continued on page 5
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1994 and serves as the chief executive
officer of the university. He has al o
held a number of administrative po itions at Fairleigh Dickin on University
in New Jersey and was an Associate
Professor of Political Science there. He
has held a number of positions at Columbia University and was an Assi tant Professor of Political Science.
Fagan has a Ph.D. and an M.A. in Political Science from the University of
California at Berkeley and a B.A. in
Government from Boston University.
The candidate were interviewed on campu between December
I and December 7. The schedule for
the interviews included breakfast with
The Search Committee, a meeting with
the Civil Service Staff, meeting with
faculty, an interview and lunch with
the Board of Trustees, a campu tour,
meeting with students, meeting with
Alumni Board, meeting with the Center for Performing Art Board, meeting
with Deans, Division Chairs and Provost, dinner with Administrative
Group, meeting with foundation board,
and a presentation and meeting with
the univer ity committee, in which the
topic will be identifying the major challenges and opportunitie of higher
education today; a 20-minute presentation .
The Search Committee
screened nearly 50 resumes provided
by Korn/Ferry, an executive search firm
hired by The Board of Tru tees to recruit the strongest candidate· for
presidency. The Board said that thi.
is typical for colleges and universities
a they earch for president or other
senior position ·. The firm searche
the database to determine if any of the
people in the databa e would bring the
appropriate kill to the GSU pre idency. The firm then contacts those
people to determine their interest in
the position. If they are intere ted,
they request their resume. The resume were forwarded on to The

needy
OpionseJqR&Sedinfhis publicadoR
does not necessaily reflect those of
dle INNOVATOR staff.

Reproduction of all or any part of

the INNOVATOR is prohibited
without the express written pennision of the editor-in-chief.
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Search Committee.
The Search Committee conducted two-hour long off-campus interview with eleven candidates and
chose three finalists. The Search Committee then referred the three finali t
to The Board of Trustee . The Board
will then elect the candidate to replace
the current president, Paula Wolff, who
has served the university for seven
years. They hope the selected candidate will be able to start in his/her new
position soon after January 2000. A
common que tion for the Board has
been what happens if the new President cannot start on January? The
Board of Tru tees aid that it will ensure that the university i led appropriately through the tran ition. The
Board stated that when the next pre ident is elected, we will have a better
en e of how the transition will take
place.
Another concern to members
of the GSU community deals with the
administrative po itions that are filled
on an interim basis.
Many want to know when
these positions will be filled. The
Board responded to that concern by
stating that they have enormous confidence in the people who have taken
on the c interim positions and know
that they arc doing a superb job.
Therefore, they arc comfortable waiting until the new pre idcnl has been
hired before beginning appropriate
searchc to fill these po itions. It will
also help the new pre ident select the
team he or she will be working with.
The candidate that is selected
will need to meet the demands and
maintain the strengths of the university due 10 its growth. According to
the President' Office, GSU's enrollment has grown 25% during the past
seven year , the fa test of any public
university. This includes a 60% increa e in minority enrollment. The
number of faculty ha grown over 30%
and GSU's budget has increased from
$28.6 million to $53.6 million with $15
million in outside fundrai ing. The

Children's Fund . This year's goal
was $5,000. The total amount colcontinued from front page lected by Christmas was $5,400.
Cunningham said, "The focus should be on all of the students,
news radio 720, when I drive to faculty, and staff who are very genwork," explained Cunningham,
erous in helping by donating their
"One day while I was on my way spare change to the fund. It grows
to work, I heard a story of a lady bigger every year. "
who worked at a grocery store with
The money collected went
a mason jar next to her register
towards the children in the area who
which was used to help collect
were not fortunate to have a Christmoney for the unfortunate children
mas this past holiday season.
who didn't receive any gifts durCunningham said that all of the proing Christmas. The story prompted
ceeds go towards the kids for toys,
me to do the same thing."
clothes, and food because no operMay 1986 was the first ating co ts or overhead fee are
year Cunningham tarted collecttaken out.
ing for the fund . She ended up with
The original fund was The
a total of $239. Last year Needie t Families Fund and was
Cunningham was successful in started in 1979 when Philips found
rai ing $4.800 for the Neediest
out that workers who worked on

center for Performing Arts ha opened,
the phy ical infra tructure of the campus improved and GSU's role in the
community has been firmly e tablished.
The Search Committee, which
was establi hed by Sally Jack on,
Chair of the GSU Board ofTrustees, is
a committee of 20 people. Currently
serving are Bruce Friefeld, tru tee and
Search Committee Chairperson, Williams "Bill" McGee, trustee,Kristi
DeLaurentiis, trustee, Karen D' Arcy,
Faculty Senate president,LouEIIa
Rozier, Civil Service Senate president,
Laura Wolframski, Student Senate
president, Patricia Carter, dean of Student Affair , Colleen Rock Cawthon,
staff member, Peggy Woodard, staff
member, Debra Boyd, civil ervice taff
member, Catherine Swatek, civil service
staff member, faculty member. Arthur
Durant , Marsha Katz, Deborah
Holdstein, and Kelly McCarthy, David
Barr, GSU Foundation member Kenneth McNeeley, Alumni Association
member. Ann Glascoff. Board Chair
appointee, Susan L'AIIicr, Board Chair
appointee, and Madeliene Condit, consultant.
Currently serving on the
Board of Trustees are Sally Jackson,
chair. William McGee, vice-chair. William McGee , Bruce Friefeld, secretary,
Maria D' AmeLcua, Kristi DeLaurcntiis,
Harry Klein , Barbara " Bobbie "
Peter on and George Offord, student
trustee. The Search Commillec says
that it is commilled to keeping the GSU
community informed. They say
they've established a public information
ubcommittee, chaired by
Deborah Holdstein , which is charged
with developing communications.
Plans are to share updated communications with the GSU community.
They encourage all to . peak with them
if there are additional questions or if
current information on the status of
the process is needed.
The committee and the Board
are still hard at work. The GSU community anxiou ly awaits a candidate
decision.
cases involving public aid collected money to buy gifts for
needy children. When Philips got
involved he wanted to focus on the
children. He separated the two
funds from each other and The
Neediest Children's Christmas
Fund was created.
Personnel at the department of Aid to Dependent Children
select the children who are in need.
The money is given to the parents
for purchasing presents for their
children. There is a maximum of
five children per family who are entitled to receive a $50 donation.
"The best thing i that I
am helping unfortunate children. I
hope to help as many children a I
pos ibly can," stated Cunningham,
and added, "The whole school has
been very gencrou<,."

Wisbinff peace anrf/oy
lo eueryone al 9ouernors
cSiale Qlniuersiiy
from:

the INNOVATOR staff
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Fond memories of Sam Schneider
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider, editor-in-chief
Governor State University 's community suffered an incredible loss
Chri tma morning when one of its student • Samantha (Sam) Schneider,
was overcome by complications resulting from a congenital di order.
She was concerned with helping others and rarely, if ever, complained of her plight. Ringing in 1999 with abdominal surgery, she gath ered her strength and her walker to walk I 0 mile in the spring to raise
money for the American Diabete Association . Typical of Sam's selnessness , she aid, "My problems aren't o bad, but there's little children that
need help to live."
Sam transferred into GSU spring/ ummer I 999 to obtain a bachelor's
of arts degree in Engli h with a minor in Communication . She a pired to
be a journalist and joined the INNOVATOR staff immediately.
Though she was billed as the advertising consultant, to her many
credits a a staff member i her photopinion page, several contributing
articles. co-writing Madame Maca sa, brainstorming at the taff meetings,
in uring that copy wa delivered to the printer, and one of the nosiest
reporters that the INNOVATOR has had .
Education was vitally important to Sam. She was aware of the
importance of obtaining a degree and he was equally aware of the added
difficulties that a physically challenged individual faced. She had often
poken of creating a fund to help physically challenged tudents so that
" they (students) can concentrate on their studie ;" they would be able to
focu on getting their education and not on how to get it.
In honor of Sam' drive and determination to overcome many obstacles and to perpetuate her love of people, the Samantha Ann Schneider
Charitable Scholar hip Tru lis being formed . All information will be provided to Governors State Univer ity when available.
Sam ' s greate t fear was that she would be forgotten. but she need
not have worried. She touched an enormou amount of Jive evidenced by
over 300 visitor who came to ay goodbye.
A heartfelt thank you is extended to Chief Albert Chesser and all
the members of the Department of Public Safety. They afforded Sam great
dignity as they joined the Worth Police Department in e corting her to her
final resting place and in uring the safety of the 137 car procession spanning over a mile long.
Many thanks to the student . faculty, staff. and Student Life members who shared the grief of our los . Sam used to say that pain was
bear ble if omeone hared it with you. She wa right.
Thu , thi is not goodbye to Sam but only - 30- (end of copy) .

A tribute to Sam
by Geoffroy de Laforcade, advisor
Something about Samantha Schneider warns me that too solemn a
tribute would provoke her unforgiving arcasm. I remember finding the
most sensitive word I could to express the observation that it was a good
thing GSU provided wheelchairs for its students. Sam looked at me with a
glitter in her eye and responded, "Yeah, they help me get to class on time.
You should try one."
Her candor and wit were unmatched on campus, as was her hard
work with the student newspaper and unrelenting faith in her ability to
succeed at everything she did. I am not quite yet sati fied that students on
thi campus fully realize how fortunate they are to have their own independent media; Sam did. She didn' l just help her editor-in-chief Mom pull allnighters in the newsroom, she reached out for ads, wrote pieces, pondered
a career in journalism and reported at every meeting where the students'
resources and right were at stake.
She was passionate about her classes, and firm in her belief that
professors performed better when challenged . You couldn't just assume
that Sam would take notes. In addition to impressing everyone around her,
she scared the hell out of us too .
Now she has moved on and left us all angry. Deep down, though, I
feel a sense of selfi h joy that life brought me to her first. I don't want to
remember this fun-loving, sensitive, hard-working and courageous young
woman as someone whose body failed her at a young age . I want to keep on
living with her spirit hovering about, sticking it too me whenever my love
of life and humor fallers.
Stick around, Sam.

Last picture of Sam Schneider taken during the Christmas cason
that she so dearly loved. She kept the pirit of Christmas in her heart all
year long and continuou Jy practiced faith , charity, and hope in all of her
endeavours.
Sam was actively involved in many charitable organization and
programs. She was concerned with en uring the right of others, particularly for physically chalenged individual . Her family and friends hope to
carry on her work with the same dignity and integrity with which she devoted her elf.
As a vitally important member of the INNOVATOR staff, Sam will
be orely missed . She left behind photopion page . feature article . and an
investigative report, all of which will appear in the INNOVATOR in the
future issue .
Sam loved Governors State University and everyone connected to
it. She mis gone, but she i not likely to be oon forgotten .

Dear Sammie,
When you faced your many challenge • you a ked me "Mama, do I
have to do thi ?" I said ye .
I watched you venture out and accomplish extraordinary feats . You
would smile and say; " I can do this."
When you aid, "Mama. I want to do this. but I can't" I told you
that you could do anything you wanted to do if you wanted to do it badly
enough .
I watched you overcome your limitations by simply ignoring them.
You would laugh and say: "I did it!"
When you cried, "I wish I wa normal" I a ked you to define normal.
I watched you struggle to complete a ta k. You would sigh and say;
"I am as good as anyone."
When you asked me: "Mama, why won't you Jet me go?" I told you
that when the time came for you to leave. you would know it and no one
could stop you.
I respect your choice, Sam. I know that you were tired. You touched
hundreds, if not thousands, of lives. Never thinking about yourself, your
Jove for people pressed you to labor long and hard to make thing better for
others. Your love for life radiated from you like sunshine.
I promised not to cry for you, but I did not promi e not to cry for me.
I miss your infectious laugh. I miss your incessant chattering. I need your
boundless energy to draw on. I need to see your ingenuity. Most of all, I
crave hearing: "Who loves you mama?"
You have left a void-a tear-in my soul from which my life's essence bleeds. I can only hope to stem the now by filling the wound with all
the warm memories of you. And if I Jive the remainder of my life half as well
as you Jived yours, I too shall achieve the immortality that you have. Your
name will be spoken, your goodness proclaimed, your love fell. and you as a
gentle, giving person will be remembered as long as this Earth spins.
With all my love,

!J/(om

In honor of Sam Schneider and her concern and work to assist the physically challenged, a charitable
trust fund has been created to assist students with physical disabilities seeking a higher education.
Contributions may be made to:

Samanatha Ann Schneider Trust
account number 400006228-6
St Paul Federal Bank
8811 West I 59th Street
Orland Hill , Illinois 60477
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While studying various philosophies during the past twomonths and focusing on personal
internal and external health, my findings on both innovative and effective health care will last me a lifetime.
Sitting and listening quietly
to such profound lectures by Professor J.P. Dave', has driven and
provoked me to just enjoy a fruitful
life-witnessing even the smallest
breath, but making it seem so significant. Many take all of the treasures of this green earth for
granted-that are literally right under our nose. Henceforth, through
meditation and other alternative
therapies we can get in touch with
our bodies and heal our souls, because clearly our bodies take a great
toll in this rapid-paced society.
Courses such as, Psychology 568 Lab in Interpersonal Stress
Management, along with Psychology 506 Lab in Personal Stres Management have a lot to offer the local
busy-body interested in some sort
of self-improvement. Dr. Deepak
Chopra, the insightful author of
many literary works of art, such as
Everyday Immortality, The Seven
Spiritual Laws of Success, and many
more, offers a variety of opportunities to learn about mental health .
One may attend programs, courses,
and seminars conducted by Dr.
Chopra. He is also available at the
touch of a key on the Internet
at:www.chopra.com.
Most of the Stress Management courses at Governors State
University follow the textbooks of
Dr. Chopra, who has has over twenty
years of research experience in his
field. He works holistically, using
ancient Eastern philosophies to answer questions of the mind, body,
and soul. What we put into ourselves is what we gain in return. Nutritious and positive conditioning
will reap its rewards, just as malnu-
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Heal the body heal the soul
by
Nevada Griffin
trition and negative conditioning will
have adverse effects.
Yoga and Tai Chi were two
of the focal points of Prof. Dave's
course, in which we left the campus
and assembled at the nearby Hindu
Cultural Center at 99 Dogwood in
Park Forest. For only $5.00, you are
offered a rejuvenating Tai Chi lesson by one of the many instructors;
every other week is a lesson in Yoga.
For another $5.00 you can enjoy a
great variety in scrumptious Indian
cuisine served directly after your Tai
Chi or Yoga exercise.
During the stress management course, Psychology 568, we
encountered one particular exercise
where we had to pair up into two's
and scurry around the campus
grounds while one group member
had their eyes closed. This was one
of my personal favorites; I like to call
it "Blind Trust". Obliviou to our
surroundings, we were led around
by a virtually unknown person. You
can trust this person or you can
choose not to--how one chooses is
said to be a reflection of one's character. During this exercise you can
learn a lot about yourself: if you are
trustful or not, or if you are a leader
or a follower. You can observe others in this unfamiliar environment
and really get a kick out of the look
of confusion on people's faces.
I gathered a lot of information about Professor J.P. Dave' s life
and scientific studies in a recent interview.

Professor Dave', how many years
have you taught at G.S.U.?
"I have been teaching for 20
years at G.S.U., but I have been
teaching for a total of 55 years- 15
years in India and 40 years in

America.

Do you feel that meditative practices
can lengthen your life?
"Meditative practices affect
the number of years and life to years,
not only years to life. It enhances
our quality of life. When we meditate it has a positive physiological
impact on our health. Our body remains healthy and maintains it's
physical condition-so we can fight
viruses. It helps to reduce and manage stress. A stressful life weakens
our immune system and we become
more susceptible to illnesses. Meditation improves mental health and
emotional health. When we meditate the mind becomes quiet and clear
and the quiet and clear mind helps
us to understand the reality clearly
and constructively. So when we
meditate we make conscious and
clear choices, which is conducive to
physical and mental health. When
meditating-our mind becomes free
from exces baggage that we carry
from the past-that affects our
physical and mental health and it
also affects our interpersonal relationships. With meditation we learn
to remain focused and that helps us
to improve our performance in
school and in work. People can benefit more from meditation than medication. This doesn't mean that I am
against medication, but being too
dependent on medication without
using inner resources could be very
detrimental to our mental and physical health. Meditation requires discipline-one has to specify a time
for about 20 minutes a day to realize
the benefits of meditation. It should
be incorporated in our lifestyle.
Meditation has nothing to do with
religion, which is a common miscon-

ception.
Another advantage of
meditation is that we appreciate dtfferences among and between people.
So, meditation builds bridges rather
than walls. When we meditate we
become compassionate to others. It
nurtures compassion and love
within us-which helps us to relate
to others more constructively and
clearly. Research studies help demonstrate that meditation helps prevents cardio-vascular, blood pressure and gastro-intestinal problems;
also, tension headaches. Meditation
also helps people to manage anger,
anxiety and depression."

In what way bas meditation changed
your life?
"I was taught meditation
when I was 5 years old-by my father.
It has helped me to go through many
difficult circumstances in my life.
Meditation becomes like an anchor for
me-to make me feel centered and content. So, my desire to achieve or accomplish didn't result from stressful
living and the value of fulfillmentinstead of achievement, which has
been realized by meditative practices.
Also, I have had practically no sick
leave during my whole career. Meditation has helped me to maintain my
physical and mental health. It has
helped me to feel at home where ever I
am. My mother used to sing a song,
'Every place is divine if you are centered.' This has helped me to appreci ate the connection between science
and spirituality. Science also attempts
to explore, understand, and explain the
reality as meditation does. The difference is that science focuses more on
the external world, while meditation
focuses on the internal world and both
are very necessary to make us whole
and complete. It is interesting how
scientists are now researching meditation and validating the benefits of
it- physically, mentally, and emotionally."
continued on page S
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Crunch Time
by Oscar W. Mardis,
desk editor/staff writer
Fellow Governor State University students. it's that time of year
again when everybody has term papers, projects. proposals, and final ex ams nipping at their heel . Sometimes
we wonder what the hell are we doing? You know that if you just finish
that last class then maybe the boss
will recognize your achievements and
grant that promotion or give that raise
that you've been waiting for. Then
again, maybe it's time to move on from
the current job and find a new one.
When crunch time comes Ireally concentrate on how I am going to
tackle all those projects, term papers,
and exams that are due virtually at the
same time. I wonder if I'll finish all of
my assignments so that I won't have
to contemplate asking the professor
for extra time or the dreaded "incomplete." When I have all types of things
due at the same time, I try to make a
schedule so that I can use a little time
management to put things into perspective.
The first thing that I do is
gather up all of the syllabi that I have
for the trimester and check off all of
the a signments that I have completed.
Then I make a list of the things that I
have not completed and place a "complete no-later-than date" by each due
assignment. The next step is to identify what materials and references that

Heal

continued from page 4

What are you feelings on Dr. Deepak
Chopra?
"Deepak Chopra is one of
the pioneers in the mind-body-spirit
paradigm. His unique contribution
is to bring the eastern and especially
East Indian wisdom to western science and western medicine.
Ayurvedic-the ancient Indian cience of medicine has been introduced to the United States by
Deepak Chopra very effectively. In
that regard, he is kind of an innovator and pioneer in health, science
and spirituality. I had the pleasure
of meeting him. He takes ancient
Indian techniques and transfers
them to modern language, combining science and spirituality.

I will need to complete the assignments. From that point I can visit the
library and/or the computer lab to
gather all of the relevant information
required to complete the tasks. After
gathering all of the information, I then
it down and make a schedule o that I
can track the assignments and allot
time for studying, writing, rewriting,
editing, and project completion. I have
to remember that I mu t make time for
all of the other distractions in my life
that al o requires some of my time.
Once I have made a schedule and identified what I must do, then I try and
stick to that chedule as much as possible. I try not to make the schedule
too rigid because of unforeseen problems that may occur and throw me off
the schedule. If I try to keep things in
perspective, then my schedule works.
This means that I can complete all of
my assignments with limited pressure
and focus on getting through the trimester so that I can start this process
all over again.
Fellow students who are in
their last trimester at GSU know that
this is it. They must finish for they do
not want to return for any reason other
than graduation day. I have one more
trimester to go. I envy those that have
finished before me and praise those
that continue on to reach their goals
in attaining a higher education.
Best wishes to the December
graduates and hooray for the April
graduates.

of 2000, but I will do post-retirement
teaching as part-time faculty. I am interested in teaching weekend labs in
Stress Management, particularly the
once a year Multi-dimensional/Multicultural Wellness Conference. I am
also going to continue doing mind/
body wellness group work."
I also interviewed a former
student of Prof. Dave', Jamie Fair:

Jamie, what was it that you enjoyed
the most about the Stress Management course?
"At the beginning of each
class, we did a different type of meditation. He also had us keep a journal
to record our progress of handling
stressful situations."

Bow do you feel about Professor Dave?

Where can we go to learn meditative
practices?

"He is the most calming and
relaxed man I've ever met."

'The Hindu Cultural Center at
99 Dogwood in Park Forest, for a cost of
$5 each session. Everyone is welcome!"

What did you learn as a result of the
course?

Could you name and tell me a little
about the Yoga and Tai chi instructors at the Hindu Cultural Center?
"There are 5 instructors, 2
teachers of Tai chi, Gary and Oscar.
There are al o 2 teachers of Yogi,
Manerikan and Dr. Jaya Adiga. Dr.
Somani teaches meditation and Eastern Philosophy and teaches at the
Hindu Cultural Center the I st. 2nd and
4th Sunday of every month. I teach
on the 3rd Sunday. The Hindu Cultural Center is regularly open every
Sunday from IOa.m to 12noon. The
I st and 3rd week of the month i Tai
chi. The 2nd and 4th week of the month
is Yoga."

When do you plan to retire?
" I plan to retire August 3 I st

"I learned to become aware of
the different signals that my body gives
off. For example, when I feel tired, instead of continuing to work. I stop to
meditate before I continue. As a result
of the course I've learned to maintain
my stre s by using deep diaphramic
breathing technique and I also learn
from other students how to live a
healthier life. For example, a lady in our
course did a presentation on taking different vitamin and aroma therapy. Ireally prefer the aromatherapy because of
the relaxing scent of orne of the oilsmy favorite was lavender. I would like
to thank Dr. Dave' for teaching me how
to better myself."

***
Nevada Griffin is a Communications
Major and also works in Swdent Life.
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Ima Says
Advice from lma Synick
Letters can be submitted by
intercampus mail, U.S. mail
(snail mail), email at
cyndil @worldnet.att.net or
visit Ima in the newsroom at
A2134.

Dearima,
I am a 23 year old student who is currently single. About six months
ago I broke it off with my boyfriend of one year. I am now seeing this wonderful
guy, who kisses great. My problem is that before "Bob" and I hooked up I was
starting something with a guy in one of my classes. How can I tactfully let him
know that I am no longer interested in him, but still keep the friendship that we
have developed?
Trouble in Love

Dear Trouble in Love,
Well, congrats on meeting a great guy who knows how to kiss, does
he have a brother? It sounds to me as though your problem is letting a guy
friend know about a newly developed love interest off campus. If, like you
say, you and this guy are good friends then I wouldn't worry too much, unless of course you and the guy from school have already done something. In
that case, you have just lost either a good friend or a great kisser. Sorry
Dearima,
I have been friends with thi girl for six. going on seven. years. Recently, we have started to develop a relationship of a more serious nature. She
is really nice and I enjoy her company a lot. My problem is that she seems to
have dated almost everyone in my circle of friends . I know a lot about her past.
We have liked each other for a long time. but everytime one of us was single the
other one was attached. Now that we are both single. we are finally able to see
where this can go. I'm just a little worried about her past and mine. We both
know so much about each other. good and bad. that it scares me. Do you think
that we should pursue this relationship or hould we just let it go?
Confused

Dear Confused,
If you live in the past you have no future, so let it go. Just because
you both know the people that you each have dated does not mean that you
know each other. Unless either your past or her's harbors a horrific crime,
en ·ov her com an and ive the relationshi a chance to row.
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A Moral Community of Teachers and Learners
Geoffroy de Laforcade
Integrative Studies Program
I often wonder if students at this university realize the full potential of their institution, or if they suspect the wealth of life experiences and
endeavors whose protagonists cross paths here each day. In the proce s
of organizing a major millennium conference in October, several of us became keenly aware of the exceptional talents that often lay beneath such
conventional status markers as "starr·, "worker" and "assistant", not to
mention "faculty" and "administration". I find myself wanting to know more
about the people alongside whom I work, and anxious to further my own
education on these premises, in digital photo-imaging and web design, art
history, video editing and other areas covered by excellent instructors in
our curriculum.
Nothing replaces the congeniality of conversation and nascent
friendships between teachers, employees, students and leaders on a campus such as this one. I have also found, however, that reading books and
articles written by my colleagues provides revealing insights into the genuine quality of this learning environment. I would therefore venture to suggest that you all take the time to be curious about what your professors
went through to earn the privilege of your studious attention. While excellence in teaching is the primary life ambition of virtually every faculty
member I have met at GSU, you may be curious to discover that outstanding cholarship is also produced here, and that it is often, in addition, of
fine humanist quality.

Feeling the Spirit of Popular Religion
Where else might one run into a anthropologist of the likes of
Frances Kostarelos, professor of social science and integrative studies,
who, after being raised in the tradition of Greek Orthodox Christianity, recorded the everyday lives and passions of African-American Baptists in
an evangelical black storefront church in Garfield Park? Her book, Feeling
the Spirit (University of South Carolina Press, 1995), is one of the finest
pieces of ethnographic research I have ever read on the role of workingclass black religion in shaping struggles and identities amidst povertystricken neighborhoods of an American city.
Set in Chicago's West Side, it recounts the emergence and sustained missionary endeavors of a Christian congregation formed in 1950 by
a small group of migrants from the rural South. What is most triking about
this smooth read is the profound respect and humility displayed by its
author, in conveying not only the biographies and achievements of her
subjects, but also the faith and cosmology around which they have chosen
to construct their lives. This is not easy, you must understand, for a profe ional academic to do. While extensively versed in abstract paradigms
of knowledge and analytical method of study, we often end up vaccinated, by our prestigiou alma maters, from excessive sensitivity to the
languages and world-views of real live people. In charting the traditions,
beliefs, rituals and institutional practices of a local blue-collar AfricanAmerican congregation, Kostarelos surrenders nothing of her social scientific experti e and scholarly di cernment. She does, however, enter into a
genuine relationship of affinity and dedication with the church, pledging
support for it activities and finding herself, in the course of her research,
fully admitted into it members' circle of faith.

Supplement

The wide-spread acceptance in American scholarship of a "culture
of poverty" perspective, which minimizes the ability of low-income African-Americans to collectively chart meaningful paths of resistance and
reform, continues to deter young researchers from taking up a challenge
such as this one. Kostarelos likens inner-city black evangelical churches
to oppressed Christian movements in the developing world, the architects
of "liberation theology" and of everyday forms of collective action against
economic and political marginalization. By stressing collective rather than
isolated responses to the setbacks of ordinary people's lives, the storefront church, she argues, undermines the ideological supremacy of racism,
inequality and exploitation in poor neighborhoods where social ignorance
and feelings of bitterness are assumed to reign.
I, for one, came out of this book with a better understanding of the
role of religion in American society. Those of you who que tion the potential of academic research into the everyday lives and thoughts of disenfranchised communities in this country, would do well to study "Sister
Fran's" careful intertwining of sociological observation and ethnographic
dialogue - which never strays from it evident goal of acces ibility to a
broad readership.

Native Americans on the Movie Screen
Jacquelyn Kilpatrick, a professor of English who also happens to
be of Choctaw, Cherokee and Irish descent, gives voice to another misunderstood and widely marginalized community of Americans in her new book
Celluloid Indians: Native Americans and Film (University of Nebraska
Press, 1999). This is a study of repre entation in popular culture- of the
ways in which stereotypes and reigning aesthetics distort the experience
of people who see themselves embodied in the fictional characters of film,
but have no say in the way their culture is portrayed. It speaks volumes
about the whitewashing of Native American history in the high-tech. rna sconsumption era of twentieth-century entertainment.
This book is yet another reader-friendly proposal that academic
tools of analysis be subtly engaged without the subject matter becoming
clouded in the jargon of experts. It reads as kaleidoscopically interpretation of every American's entanglement with Hollywood, its heroes, villains
and not-so-subtle nationalistic metaphors. Kilpatrick is neither vindictive
nor lofty in her portrayal of such icons as James Fenimore Cooper and
Robert Montgomery Bird, both of whom impacted American literature and
film on a scale that preempts the kind of expedient critici m that often sells
an academic manuscript. What is fascinating is her portrayal of their role in
constructing a modern American frontier mythology, of the ethnographic
dialogue that produced a fictional "Indian" - manly, noble, a savage but
romanticized warrior of the wild - for mass con umption in the form of
stories.
It was Nathan Slaughter, Kilpatrick notes, the "self-appointed, oneman genocide squad" of Nick of the Woods fame, whom author Robert
Montgomery Bird gave the popular-heroic per onality later personified on
the creen by the likes of John Wayne and Gary Cooper. Bird al o created
the notorious (and entirely fictional) "pronoun-challenged" speech form
with which Native American have been associated in popular film: " ...
Nathan Slaughter meets Wenonga, a villainou Shawnee. 'Me Injunman!'
said the chief, addres ing the prisoner, and therefore in the prisoner's language, 'Me kill all white-man! Me Wenonga: me drink white- man's blood:
me no heart!'( ... ) Unfortunately, the pronoun fault and the addition of 'urn'
to every other word became the all-purpose Indian speech for( .. ) the only
recently diminishing dialect of the all-purpose Hollywood Indian". (pp.S-9)
Kilpatrick chronicle the fortunes of uch grote que characteritatJOns in

continued on page 7
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late the nineteenth century, from dime novels to
Buffalo Bill Cody's Wild West Show, to their influence on the historiographical thought of
Frederic Jackson Turner and mainstream journalistic reactions to the pathbreaking 1934 Indian
Congres . "The stereotypes fueling thi pseudohistory," she writes," were so ludicrous that most
Native American actor of the early we terns
found them humorous." (p.47)
We are offered a lucid analysis of
Hollywood's reaction to the "termination" of Native American tribal rights by Herbert Hoover and
new climate of Native American activism that
emerged during the Civil Rights era. When John
Ford made the movie Broken Arrow, Cheyenne
Autumn in 1964, a courageous indictment of the
civilizing frontier myth and celluloid stereotypes
of the Indian, portraying Cheyenne as real people
who possessed a language and a history, it wa a
major box-office flop. Then came Little Big Man
and One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, the films I
grew up with after having read Dee Brown's Bury
My Heart at Wounded Knee in grade school. More
recently, Hollywood has begun to emancipate itself from stereotypical readings of Native American history. Sunchaser by Michael Cimino and
Dead Man by Jim Jarmusch both represented a
lead native American character "as a fully humanized human being with a culture of significance
that is neither denigrated nor glorified". (p.l56)
Unfortunately, our children in the meantime were
fed Disney's Pocahontas and a host of popular
racist "toons" that contribute nothing of worth
to their education about America.
Kilpatrick weaves through these films and
characters, many of them immediately recognizable by the average reader, with sensitivity, candor and nuance. Since it is difficult to put this
book down, most readers will emerge from it with
a gratifying sense of having enhanced their understanding of a cultural imaginary rooted in the
collective movie-going experience. Moreover,
critical hi torical analysis will have proven itself
capable of holding even the laziest student's attention! To top it all off, the story culminates in a
fascinating presentation of innovative, independent Native American directors and producers
such as Victor Masayesva, Aaron Carr and George
Burdeau. Someone should bring their films to
campus. They are bound to rekindle your interest not only in the "true" Native American experience, but also in independent film itself as a
medium for cultural critique.
Civil Rights in the United States and
South Africa
Donald Culverson, professor of Political
and Justice Studies at GSU, has contributed another very original work of analysis in his recent
book Contesting Apartheid: U.S. Activism, 1960/987 (Westview Press, 1999). Here, again, is a
topic that is bound to be as close to many of
your hearts as it is to mine. For three decades,
grassroots citizens' groups in the United States
took the struggle for civil rights in their own country to the level of sustained international solidarity with the South African anti-apartheid
struggle. Culverson argue that the tradition of
anti-apartheid mobilization in the United States
actually predated the civil rights movement itself.
It served "not just to challenge government and
corporate policy, but also to develop more comprehensive explanations of American connections
to the production and distribution of wealth and
poverty in southern Africa, and to expand options for transnational citizen activism." (p.2) The
movement cut across race and class lines, invented new organizational and rhetorical strategies for the defense of basic human rights, and
helped overcome traditional cultural and legal
con traints on democratic, participatory policymaking here in the United State .
Readers accustomed to the dry, conventional State-centered tone of international rela-

tions texts, will be pleased to discover
Culverson's penchant for comparative social history, and his sensitivity to the deep societal tenions intrinsic in the racial histories of both the
United States and South Africa. The book carefully examines the relationship between black
politics in the segregated U.S., and Washington's
aggressive support for the avowedly racist, brutal white South African regime- from the controver ies of the Booker T. Washington/W.E.B. Du
Bois era to the founding by pacifists, labor unions
and civil rights groups of the American Committee on Africa at the height of the Cold War, and
the divestment movement that spread through
American campuses and cities in the 1980s. By
the time the Free South Africa movement was
formed in 1984, the year in which Je e Jackson
mobilized a broad pectrum of U.S. society
against the domestic and international policies
of Ronald Reagan, activists had learned to bridge
traditional distinctions between domestic and
foreign policy. An effective grass-root challenge
was mounted against corporate investments in
South Africa, underscoring the vi ible international repercussions of social activi m on a local
scale.
Culverson's analysis, a rare and thorough overview of prominent oppositional strategies as well as low-key citizens' activism in the
United States, offers insights as to how democratic, community-level mobilization might reconcile local interests with the plights of geographically remote peoples whose destinies are intimately tied to our own, in a world dominated by
corporate globalism and social injustice. His portrayal of the anti-apartheid movement as "political theatre" - with a "potential to subvert state
rituals, (to) expose the follies of tradition, mock
ruling elite, (and) call attention to the suffering
of silenced victims" (p.l45) is certain to inform
contemporary strategies of transnational mobilization, of which the world caught a recent glimpse
during the WTO summit in Seattle. Like the work
of Fran Kostarelos on evangelical black storefront
churches and Jacque Kilpatrick's study of Native
American responses to cinematic stereotyping,
Don Culverson's work unveils a very tangible, if
generally underestimated, facet of popular empowerment in twentieth century America.
Students and Teachers as Artisans
One of the most appreciated spokespersons of the ability of education to empower our
lives is Rashidah Jaami' Muhammad, professor
of English and Secondary Education, whose writings and lectures on popular language and literature have inspired many on this campus and beyond. Among her many contributions to learning, Professor Muhammad co-edits a series in the
State University of New York Press entitled "Urban Voices, Urban Vision ". I found this telling
description of our profession in the introduction
of one of the books in her series, Teachers' reading/Teachers' Lives by Mary Kay Rummel and
Elizabeth P. Quintero (SUNY, 1997):
(E)ffective teaching is a continuum. There is
never one finding as a result of (our) research
about effective teachers; there is never one pedagogy; there is never one teaching tyle that is
right. Effective teaching is the interrelationship
of life and teaching in a continuum looping
around forever. This is what makes these teachers "artisans" ( ... ), implying the possibility of
changing the world through work. These teacher
artisans create curricula, which weave their knowledge with the needs and interests of their students. Their commitment to student is part of
the fabric of their total live ." (p.5)
Another title in this outstanding cries,
Students on the Margins : Education, Stories,
Dignity by Jaylynne N. Hutchinson (SUNY, 1999),
suggest that students' personal stories are a
critical part of classroom interaction and curriculum development. Hutchinson argues that to ignore students' active role in the learning process

is to further race, class and gender exclusion
within the university. Unless we encourage autonomy, reciprocity, recognition and the "freedom
to imagine", the value of our own work as educators, and of the experiences we bring to the etas room, are bound to be diminished. We will have
failed to create the "moral community of teachers
and learners" that a democratic education requires. (p.l39)
Scholars at institutions such as ours occupy a critical position in the evolution of curricula and methods of learning in the United States.
We bring our life experiences, social concerns and
academic expertise to areas of re earch and applied education that have a direct bearing on students' lives and career opportunities. Go\ernors
State is more than just a "teaching univer'>ity"
with a stated policy of placing pedagogical ambitions before the lofty academic endeavors that
hijack so many scholarly career . It is a place of
interdisciplinary dialogue and ambitious program
building, a university that brings teachers and
tudents from a wide variety of backgrounds together in challenging forums of classroom and
extended learning. As teachers we strive to acces our students' individual life stories, talents
and a pirations, in or~er to help them reconcile
dreams, hard work and attainable ambitions. Students would do well to respond by accessing, in
turn, their teachers' unique experience and competencies, by making the best of the educational
opportunities at hand, and by emulating the critical skills of faculty in the pursuit of their own life
goals.

The cosmos is at your fingertips in

The

Whole Shebang:
A State of the Universe(s) Report
by Bill Olson
Timothy Ferris delivers a lucid, enlightening, and awe-inspiring report on the latus of
cosmology and our knowledge of the heaven .
Ferris takes an esoteric subject and simplifies it
to a fascinating bit of reading, and even manages
to make a scientific contribution to the literature
he sets out to analyze. Cosmic knowledge is
traced from the Greeks to early a tronomers to
modern day theorists such as Steven Hawking, A
Brief History of Time, 1988, and Brian Greene (the
ambas ador of his own "super-string theory").
The combination of Ferris' brilliant writing and
personal insight bring to light the phenomenal
advances in cosmic knowledge and paints a picture of what is known today about the universe.
The Whole Shebang, Simon and Schuster,
1997 is a comprehensive update on what we know
of where we are, from whence we came, and where
we think we are headed. The crux of the book
centers around the dominant paradigm, or the Big
Bang theory (as articulated by Steven Hawking),
within the context of the "hunch" that the universe is much bigger than was thought.
The "Big Bang" is explained perfectly.
You will come away with a real understanding of
how the expansion (or inflation) of the univer e
was determined. While widely accepted among
leading physicists, the "Big Bang" a a theory is
still in its infancy; and like a brand new theory,
throws light on as many questions a it raises.
Ferris' writing and personal accounts of
his conversations with prominent theorists is
guaranteed to stir an astronomical intere tin even
the most cosmically-illiterate of his readers. (You
will love the footnotes. Conversations recounted
between theorists such as Einstein and Hawking
will have you laughing as much as it will scratching your head.)
Insightful as he is knowledgeable, concise as he is poetic, and interesting as he is
thought-provoking, Ferris gives, in The Whole
Shebang, an engaging and out-soothing account
of what whe know of the distance, tme, and space
of the universe and how it is all bound together.
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HE'S BACK BABY!
by
Camille Cialoni

by Camille Cialoni

Yes the Psychadelic Swinger
is back and even funnier in, Au tin
Powers -The Spy Who Shagged Me.
Mike Myers plays Austin, who, after a
bout with Dr. Evil, (also Mike Myers)
is forced back into the 60's and is cryogenically frozen. Thirty years later,
Austin is thawed and ready to fight his
nemesis. There is only one minor problem, Dr. Evil's cohorts de igned a miniature Dr. Evil (Mini-me) to assist him
when he returns to the future. And
what is Mini-me without his feline playmate? So, a Mini -Mr. Bigglesworth is
also created. Dr. Evil must teach his
little friend everything there i to know
about the "bad life." He pends mo t
of the time instructing Mini-me on how
to pet Mr. Biggle worth and not to eat
the little cat. Together, Dr. Evil and
Mini-me share a father/son relationship
and sing together in a new rendition of
"Just the Two of Us."

In the meantime, Austin is having
troubles of his own. First, he is introduced to his new partner-Felicity
Shagwell, whereupon, Au tin is taken
aback by the innocent vixen. Then, he
is faced with another one of Dr. Evil's
henchmen, a large Scottish bloke who
parades around in a kilt and matching
hat and emits various toxic gases. Austin must battle a new "breed" of evil in
thi tale. and to make matters worse, he
loses his mystifying mojo.
Austin Powers 2 is gut-wrenching, laugh and cry out loud comedy,
which is sure to please even the most
sourpuss of the crowd. There are many
new faces like Rob Lowe and Kristen
Johnson (Ivana Humpalot). as well as,
fresh ideas in this movie. Come along
and enjoy the ride a . you glide along
shiny roads in the Swinger- mobile. And
like Austin alway say , "I put the GER
in Swinger, Baby!
provoking, and the rest may be best
summed up as vintage Sting.
Sting collaborates with several
renowned musicians, including jazz legend Branford Marsalis. Also included
is French rapper Ste. In "Perfect
Love ... Gone Wrong", Ste and Sting
team up to deliver a bilingual ballad like
none of its kind.
But do not be awed with just
the names and themes here. The creativity of this album again reveals Sting
as a durable mainstay of pop music. The
years have taken nothing from his
songwriting ability.
Brand New Day is one of
Sting's finest.

What a world we live in! We
have remakes of old movies, band
reunions and tours, and now tribute
albums. Today's modern artists pay
homage to their predecessors and do
it in style. Where would modern
music be without its forefathers?
A Tribute album that is well
worth the money is Virgin Voices.
This is a C.D. compilation of
Madonna's songs, which have been
transformed into techno-dance covers. It includes remakes of "old
school" hits such as, "Burning Up,"
"Material Girl,"(covered by
KMFDM) and new favorites like
"Swim," and "Frozen"(covered by
Gene Loves Jezebel).
I had speculated about this
album at first, to think that someone
can imper onate the Material Girl. In
turn, I realized that this album did

its justice for the songs (Some covers were better than the originals).

Two to tangle:
CD reviews of the latest releases
by Sting and Paula
Cole.

bum to date. As her first two albums
demonstrated her originality and popularity as an artist, Amen fails to live up
to its predecessors.
Signs of Cole's brilliance as a
writer and producer, which earned her
accords in the past, are nearly absent in
her latest effort. At times dull, at others trite and hackneyed, Amen delivers
a loose collection of cliches and unimaginative sounds. The introductory
track reveals itself as a familiar, Colesounding hymn, only to be followed by
an equally familiar album.
The Hallmarks of Cole are still
there however: her booming voice, her
biting lyrics, and her signature producing. Unfortunately, all are lacking where

needed and overdone where unnecessary.
"To the critics and the cynics
who don't understand the lyrics. To
the atheists and the pessimists. may
they wallow in their darkness ... " Consider me wallowing.
Even the insertion of
Shakespearean quotes (which Cole
wistfully employs) will not be enough
to savage Amen from collecting dust
on the shelves of music stores everywhere.

shooting, he had been raving about being the target of a plot by FreeMasons.
To add to the mystery, his girlfriend. Cherie Hewson, appeared "disoriented and carrying a 12 inch boning
knife." The arresting officer, Detective
Senior Constable Jason Houghton of
the Fortitude Valley Criminal Intelligence Bureau, said that Hewson "expre sed extreme paranoia about Free
Masons and believes they are stalking
and will kill her."
Though authoritie did not
officially confirm or deny it, there was
some suspicion that Ansell may have
been involved with the usc and sale of
amphetamines. Friends and acquaintances had concluded that he wa'i seized
by an illne s-induced paranoia. It was
a sad ending for a colorful life.
Ansell was raised on a south
Queensland cattle station. His father
taught him to ride at the age of four and
he quickly became an expert rider. Eventually, he became a professional bullcatcher leaving school at 16 years old
to live in the Northern Territory bush.

Ansell became a local hero in
1977 after a crocodile overturned his boat
while he was fishing on the Victoria
River. Being swept out to sea, he landed
on a small island where he was stranded
for two months. Ansell survived by
shooting sharks and buffalo for food
and drinking their blood to stay hydrated
since the i land had no drinkable water.
A timely visit by the Palumpa Aboriginal tribe aved him.
He recalled his exploits in his
book, To Fight the Wild. The tales
prompted the imagination of Paul Hogan.
Ken Shadie. and John Cornell to write
the film. Crocodile Dundee.
Much of the movie's humor
relating to Dundee's reaction to a big
city was inspired by Ansell's book tour
in Sydney. He was reported as in. isting
on sleeping in his sleeping bag while
staying in a five-star hotel and was my tified by the bidet in his room. which are
situations recreated in the film.
According to former photojournalist, Wayne Miles, Ansell was bordering on genius. Miles, who spent 20

by Bill Olson
Paula Cole. Amen

Amen, the follow up to her
mega-selling This Fire, is Cole's third al-

Dundee revisited
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider
The recent discovery in
Snowtown. Australia of what has been
termed the 'Vat Murders,' has triggered
the recall of many sensational stories
attached to Australia and its Outback. It
is not surpri ing that among the stories
is the tragedy of Rodney William Ansell.
the real Crocodile Dundee. But while
the motivation behind both the Vat Murders and Ansell's assault in 1999 remain
mysterie . it is extremely unfair to compare Ansell's shoot-out with the gruesome discovery of acid vats where the
body parts of multiple victims were found
di solving.
The renowned survivalist expert died August 1999 during a hootout with Northern Territory police. Authoritie remained bafned as they attempted to determine what motivated
Ansell to fire at his neighbors and a few
days later on police. According to authorities and witnesses at the time of the

Also, for your eighties library, you can add these wonderful
greatest hits albums:
Madonna- The Immaculate Collection, Blondie-The Best of Blondie,
The Cars-Greatest Hits, Pet Shop
Boy Discography, Pat Benetar'sGreatest Hits, Siouxsie and the Banshees-Once Upon a Time, Twice
Upon a Time, Boy George and the
Culture Club-Best and Worst Of, The
Stray Cats-Rock This Town, Duran
Duran- Decade, Depeche Mode I 0 I
and the Singles 1980-89. And for
those who love big hair bands, you
can find greatest hits albums by Def
Leppard, Poison, Motley Crue, and
the like.

*****************************
Sting, Brand New Day
Sting has delivered a fantastic album with Brand New Day. The
sounds are fresh, the writing thought

years with Ansell, claimed that the bushman had memorized everything he had ever
read and knew philosophy, anthropology,
and astrology.
Miles stated that Ansell chose
to live in the wilds and that he was "the
mo t amazing bushman you could ever
meet."
Despite the fame the movie
brought to Ansell, he was reported to have
become bitter for not receiving any of the
royalties earned by Hogan's works. To
make matters worse, he was threatened with
legal action later when he tried to use the
Crocodile Dundee name to promote his
property, Mclaleuca Station, in the Northem Territory.
In 1992. Ansell lost his ranch due
to financial difficulties. He blamed the
Northern Territory government for not
compensating him properly during a disease eradication program that cost him
3,000 head of cattle.
Police still have not determined
what motivated Ansell. They called it
"one of those unexplainable things."
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Crossword 101
By Gerry Frey

" Black 'n Blue "
ACROSS
1Weeps
5 Farm buldlngs
10 Pesky Insect
14 Gtare
15Worshlp
16 Challenge
17 Expression of annoyance
18 Restaurant specials
20 Nuclear reg. agcy.
21 Mr. Harte
22 Celebes oxen
23Joints
25 OCVIPs
27 Cut lumber

"Those meterolop.ats knov as mueh about
weather as I knov about ealeulus'.'

29 Paving material
33 Leaves out

34Honk
35 Tlmetable abrv.
36Chapeaus
37 Buddy Rich's forte
38 Off-Broadway award
39 Self esteem
40 Glides
41 Mr. Gardner & others
428/ue
44 Celts
45 Galls
46Mel _ _
48 African tribe
51 Dry
52 Research room
55 Margarine
58 Presidential candidate
59 Long Island train:abrv.
60 Teacher at times
61 Greek portico
62 Measures:abrv.
63 Sarcastic
64 Bono's wife
DOWN
1 Pop

2 Giant
3Man-eater
4 Tennis term
5 Buffalo hockey player

6 Loafs
70af
8 Pay dirt
9Fall mo.
10 Polish port

11 European defense org.
12 Region
13 Ms. Trueheart
19 Pierce
21 Cots
24 New Jersey NBA team
25 Bangs
26Aurides
27 Repaired a shoe
28 Spanish friend
29Yell out
30 Blue checkered

31 Bay window
321ron
34 Generals, e.g.
37 Heisman winner Walker
38 Algerian city

By GFR Assodates E-Mail : EDC9432@aol.com
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Scbeaedady, NY 12301

40 Bench sitter
41 Expletive
43 Gunpowder Ingredients
46 Procreate
47 Metric unit
48 Cylindrical containers:abrv.
49 Settled down
50 Socially Inept person:Var
51 Opposed to a policy
53 Herb
54 Pessimistic Wall Streeter
56 Conjunctions
57 Grandma's pet name
58 MU. award
Quotable Quota

" You are today where your
thoughts brought you;
you will be tomorrow where
your thoughts take you. "
... James Allen

"I'm new ar thts 'teacher's per' thing,
so will five bucks do it/"

Crossword Answers
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adam Macassa

Anyway!

(Syndicated by the U.S. Chess Federation)
Richter
One of the great annotation
words ln chess commentary ls
"anyway." One slde makes a move
to prevent an opponent's antlcl·
pated move- and what happens?
He makes the move anyway.
A good example of thls Is Paul
Keres-Kurt Richter (Munich
Olympiad 1936). Black has just
played 28. . . . g6 because of the
threatened 29. b4. Now the rook ls
protected, whlch should do the
trick, but ...
29.b41
A great temporary sacrlflce.
29.... cxb4 30. Rxf5 pf5 31. d7
a b c d e f
h
Bc632.Rcl
Ketes says thls was the point of
Keres
Move 29. He gains access to the cWhite to move
flle, glvlng the bishop no good
square to settle on due to the
40.Ba3Ke6
threatened Rcl-c7. So Black takes
At thls polnt the game ls clearly
the pawn, only to run Into trouble
won,
but Keres' accurate endgame
back on the d-flle.
Is a chess lesson In Itself.
play
32.... Bxd7 33. Rdl b3 34. Bc7
41. Kf2 Kd5 42. Ke3 Kc4 43. Kd2
ReS 35. Rxd7 Kc8
e3+
44. Kxe3 Kc3 45. Kf4 a5 46.
On 35.... b2 White has 36. Be5+.
•41 fq4 47. e4 a4 48. e5 b2 49.
36. Be5 ReS 37. Rc7+1
The mark of a grandmaster's Bxb2+ Kxb2 50. e6 a3 51. e7 a2
52. e8-Q al•Q 53. Qh8+ Ka2 54.
technique. Get the rooks off the Qxal+ Kxal 55. Kq4 Kb2 56. Kc5
board and use the material advan- Kc3 57. Kh6 Kd4 58. Kxh7 Ke5 59.
tage.
Black ralpa.
37 •••. Kl8 38. Bd6+ Kq7 39. KcS,
Sometimes you can play a move
Bxc5Kf7
-anyway!
Still no pawn push: 39.... b2 40.
-Pete Tamburro

c

Bd4+.

For free lnfonnallon about how to play, read and write chess, or receiving Oless Life,
contact the not-for-profit U.S. Chess Federation at ~~~G (5464), or write
L&F, Dept. 71, 3054 NYS Route !IW, New Windsor, NY 12553. You can also visit us on
the World Wide Web: http;J,Iwww.UICheu.org
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predictions for
January
Aries (Mar 21-Apr 21)
This is the time for you to relax and take a load off. Have a good meal.
This is also the time to appreciate what you have and not worry over what
you don't have. Be grateful for the simple things.
Lucky color: flre engine red
Taurus (Apr 21-May 20)
Gobbling up everything is what you do best. Try a new hobby this
month. Be kind to those around you, be assertive and not bullheaded.
even those, who you do not get along well with.
Lucky color: chestnut
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
The twins are eager to have a feast. Let them have their cake and eat it
too. Gemini's be aware that old man winter is knocking on your door, so
get out your gloves and electric blankets. Try to have fun this upcoming winter.
Lucky color: magenta
Cancer (June 21-July 20)
Your January cruisine will not include crab but ham! So, stop
a crustacean. Why don't you be meek like a mouse. Give everyone a
break this month and put away your pinchers. All will extend numerous thanks.
Lucky color: tangerine
Leo (July 21-Aug 20)
The lion sleeps this month. The once flery Leo has lost its spark and is
now tame. Cold weather is not your forte but you handle it with feisty
flare. Go out and buy yourself a leopard coat and matching gloves.
Lucky color: sangria
Virgo (Aug 21-Sept 20)
Bills, bills, bills. You are starting to experience financial difficulties
this month. You have to become more money conscious. Virgo's have a
tendency to be frivolous with money. Try to save this month so, remember to hide
it!
Lucky color: emerald green
Libra (Sept 21-0ct 20)
Try to be generous, but not too generous (you need to save some
money). This month will prove to be beneficial to you, and be nice to the
furry animals this season. If you hear them knocking, please let them in, it' cold
outside!
Lucky color: nutmeg
Scorpio (Oct 21-Nov 20)
You might feel a bit of a let-down after the excitement of the holidays.
The sting of winter can be staved off with the warm memories of your
friends and family.
Lucky color: Adriatic red
Sagittarius (Nov 21-Dec 20)
Don't drive yourself crazy keeping all your New Year's resolutions. Pick
one and stick to it. Remember: people like you for who you are.
Lucky color: sunbeam yellow
Capricorn (Dec 21-Jan 20)
Don't be so practical this month. You may think you have to hide from
cold but you will catch a bad case of cabin fever. It would be
better if you go outside to play and risk catching a cold.
Lucky color: bronze
Aquarius (Jan 21-Feb 20)
You will receive an important document in the mail. Agree to it. M
lends an ear for your grandiose speaking; this person enjoys your way of
thinking. Don't fret, this has been a warm winter so far.
Lucky color: pearl
Pisces (Feb 21-Mar 20)
You're an emotional wreck this month, like a certain Aries says "You
let stress get to you!" Don't pay attention to the Aries, they talk too
much. Go easier on a Leo, and let him make amends.
Lucky color: periwinkle blue

Student Work

Part-time or Full-time
Income

flexible hours
work locally

Be a computer trainer
Get your free computer training handbook on the internet

good pay

(708) 460-9525
www.newellusher.com

www.workforstudents.com

Extra,;fncome
"·:-:

.

\

.

Earn $500 .. $1 ~000 week1y stuffing envelopes.

Wedding C4l.:r by
Sharon's OISW!I Daigned <Akts

h.D!arvtioru by
Balloon Bnak
& The Fulislting Toed Ilorisl

HfllT Ftuhion$ bt
Jt/frey (}gj~ ~ R00111

Wedding FIShiom

Complimlntmy

by Bridal &Formal Collectiom

Hors d'oeuvres

Door Prizes
Group Five
. ,__. 6541, ~· ~¥~Y Blvd..P~b-N
;;,,,;ttM@¥t ,<;olo.i-ad() SPrings, CO 30~118

Grand Prize

Cllildcare
Jessica's House

Pack up the kids and take
them to grandma's house
(Kankakee)
:ec-

in-horne daycare
across from GSU
licensed, clean, and loving
environment, bot meals and
snacks provided
hours: 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ages 0 to 12
reasonable rates
for more information call:
Ms. Buford

(708) 534-6147

Part of a house
$450 per month
Call:

(708) 747-8243

Home childcare and
learning center
State licensed pediatric
RN

N

Honeymoon

Dream Vacation at

~1ffi1ij®1l~:~t~:~.·~~; ..

Cllildcare

Cakt Samples & Co/ftt

5-Day/4-night stay for 2 at any magnificent
Sandal's Resorts
AU.-JNCLUSJVE"iiJiii..SHJCiftll-

Wednesday, January 19th, 2000
Adlllillion

85.00/pclSOII
88.00/Bdde &:
Groom Couple
I ~.for-a lion:
7~7SS.0070

6:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Tic/ceu Aoailable

HOUSE OF LYNWOOD u.:::=
20909 S. Torrence, Lynwood, IL

Collectioos, Mlltiter

(815) 928-9245

INNOVATOR newspaper
Free CD of cool indie music
when you register at
mybytes.com, the ultimate
website for your college needs.

Many benefits available for staff writers, desk editors, layout personnel.
Interested parties call (708) 534-4517 (extension 4517 on campus phones) or stop
by the newsroom, A2134.
Next staff meeting is Tuesday, January 11 at 7 p.m. in the newsroom

Come join us!

Students in Communication
Meeting Tuesday, January 11 at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Commons
The agenda includes the election of officers

Lambda Pi Eta
A newly established honor society for Communications students, Lambda Pi Eta
welcomes everyone to attend their first meeting.

Thursday
January 20th
6:30p.m.
Student Commons
(second floor 'N wing)
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at
VarsityBooks.com we've made the most of it. Not only can
also receive -them in just one to three business days. All on a Web site that's
What more do you need to know?

SAVE .UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.

